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A B S T R A C T   

Six sub-alkaline glasses with compositions progressively shifting from the tholeiitic basalt (B100) end-member to 
the rhyolite (R100) end-member were investigated and analysed in the same frequency domain by both Raman 
and FTIR. This approach highlights spectroscopic similarities and differences such as positions, widths and in-
tensities of Raman and FTIR bands, which may also exhibit significant overlapping. Both the Raman and FTIR 
spectra show several peaks grouped in three main vibrational windows: 200–650 (low frequency region, named 
F-I in this study), 650–850 (intermediate region, F-II) and 850–1250 cm− 1 (high-frequency region, F-III). In line 
with previous investigations, the F-I interval can be ascribed to vibrational modes involving rings of tetrahedrally 
coordinated cations linked by bridging oxygens. It can be fitted with three components, whereas F-II involves the 
motion of Si atoms within its oxygen cage and is adequately represented by two components. Finally, F-III 
contains different T-O (T = tetrahedrally coordinated network-forming cation) stretching bands that can be tied 
to the overall degree of polymerization of the glass and are fitted with four components. In some glasses, the 
three and the two components within F-I and F-II are identifiable in both Raman and FTIR spectra; in cases of 
strong peak overlap, these peaks can be complementary to one another towards our interpretation of the mo-
lecular arrangement(s) in these glasses. Indeed, the positions of the four components in F-III are first constrained 
in the Raman spectra, which are more identifiable, then further refined using available Raman spectra for cor-
responding chemically simple silicate systems. The nine fitted components can reproduce the Raman and FTIR 
spectra extremely well. 

As a function of the amount of SiO2, the positions and intensities of the three low frequency components 
progressively shift in both Raman and FTIR. Similarly, the two bands in the F-II intermediate region exhibit a 
monotonic shifting of their positions. Indeed, the components at high frequency display less significant shifting of 
their positions as a function of SiO2, while their intensities change more markedly in the Raman spectrum 
compared to those for FTIR. The vibrational components measured in this study provide a referenced dataset of 
assignations of the most abundant natural volcanic glasses. Therefore, it provides a diagnostic tool based on the 
cross-validation of Raman and FTIR spectra to quickly identify the glass chemistry, offering the possibility to 
expand the applicability of remote investigations.   
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1. Introduction 

Glassy silicate phases are among the main constituents in volcanic 
rocks participating in a large portion of the Earth’s crust (Middlemost, 
1972; Lemaitre et al., 2002) and planetary bodies (Minitti and Hamilton, 
2010). They mainly originate from the relatively rapid cooling of silicate 
melts. Thus, glass structure can be considered a proxy for liquid struc-
ture frozen along a temperature-time path avoiding any crystalline 
phase formation (e.g. Dingwell and Webb, 1989; Cassetta et al., 2021). 
Typically, they are characterized by a lack in the long-range order (LRO) 
and exhibit only a limited ordered distribution on a specific length scale 
of about 10 Å, defined as short-range order (SRO) (Mysen and Richet, 
2005; Calas et al., 2006; Neuville et al., 2022). The atomic distribution 
in any crystalline structure can be very accurately measured by using 
different techniques such as: X-ray diffraction methods, nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR), as well as neutron and electron diffractions 
(Maekawa et al., 1991; Miletich and Malcherek, 2005; Cole and Ross, 
2021). 

However, vibrational spectroscopic techniques such as Raman and 
FTIR are better suited for examining SRO. They are particularly effective 
in characterizing the structure of glasses as they have been used first on 
relatively simple (1–3 oxide components) crystalline phases in order to 
identify the vibrational features of stoichiometric-equivalent non-crys-
talline compounds (Beran and Libowitzky, 2004; Neuville et al., 2022). 
In addition, in the last few decades ab initio methods such as Density 
Functional Theory have been increasingly more reliable at reproducing 
the vibrational spectra of materials with ever increasing chemical and 
structural complexity (Le Losq et al., 2021; Neuville et al., 2022). 
Alternatively, many experimental studies have focussed on untangling 
the complex vibrational spectra of multicomponent glasses using 
simplified chemical systems, with well-defined atomic substitutions 
along compositional joins (Dufresne et al., 2009; Meneses et al., 2013; 
Mocioiu et al., 2013). These investigations have strongly improved our 
knowledge of the SRO of natural and technical glasses. Still, a general 
picture of chemically complex natural glasses containing all of the 
common and most abundant oxides (SiO2, TiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3, MgO, 
FeO, CaO, Na2O and K2O) is scarce and remains puzzling (for Raman 
spectroscopy: Di Genova et al., 2015; González-García et al., 2020; 
Cassetta et al., 2024; for infrared spectroscopy: King et al., 2004; Morlok 
et al., 2017; Pisello et al., 2019, 2022). 

Six sub-alkaline volcanic glasses are investigated using Raman and 
FTIR transmission spectroscopy between 180 and 1300 cm-1 to shed 
new light on the SRO of the most abundant naturally occurring naturally 
occurring glasses on Earth and analogue planetary systems. The oxide 
abundances (wt%) of these glasses progressively and linearly shift from 
the tholeiitic basalt (B100) end-member towards the rhyolite (R100) end- 
member. The most easily identifiable bands in both Raman and FTIR 
were modelled as symmetric Gaussian peaks. This allows us to quantify 
spectral features in terms of position, width and intensity (expressed as 
normalized area). The SRO similarities, differences and peculiarities 
observed here can be used to identify the atomic structure and chemical 
attributes of glassy phases in volcanic and shocked materials, either in a 
laboratory or remotely. These outcomes are pivotal for the study of 
extra-terrestrial bodies (Morlok et al., 2017; Rho et al., 2018; Pisello 
et al., 2022) or inaccessible terrestrial areas when investigated by IR 
remote-sensing methods. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Analysed glasses 

The six glasses analysed here are those synthesized and characterized 
by SEM, EPMA, Karl-Fisher and wet iron speciation (Wilson method) in 
Vetere et al. (2013, 2015). Briefly, the two B100 and R100 end-members 
were prepared by two cycles of melting (1600 ◦C), with intermediate 
quenching (from 1300 ◦C) and powdering; the third cycle of melting and 

quenching produced several grams of the two fully glassy end-members. 
These two poles were then mixed to produce the four intermediate bulk 
compositions B80R20, B60R40, B40R60 and B20R80, which were used to 
prepare the corresponding glasses following the previous procedure. The 
major oxide components of the glasses (determined by EPMA-WDS) are 
reported in Table 1. The composition of these glasses aligns along the 
sub-alkaline trend in the TAS diagram (Table 1; Fig. 1). The largest 
pieces of each glass were cut into rectangular prisms with thicknesses 
close to 1 mm and lengths ranging from 4.5 to 6.23 mm (Table 1). These 
crystal-free glassy prisms were used here to record both Raman and FTIR 
spectra. 

2.2. Acquisitions of Raman and FTIR spectra 

The Raman spectra were acquired at the Centro Piattaforme Tecno-
logiche (University of Verona) with a confocal setup, with a back- 
scattering geometry and using a double subtractive single configura-
tion for a triple-axis monochromator (Horiba-Jobin Yvon, model T- 
64000). The scattered light was filtered by three holographic gratings 
(1800 lines/mm) and detected by a CCD (1024 × 256 pixels) cooled by 
liquid nitrogen. The exciting radiation was provided by a mixed Ar-Kr 
ion gas laser (Spectra Physics Satellite 2018 RM) set at 514.5 nm. The 
laser beam was focused onto a spot of about 2 μm using a 50× objective 
with NA = 0.50. The power on the sample surface is ~10 mW. Mea-
surements were done at room conditions. The FTIR transmission spectra 
were acquired at the DAFNE laboratory at Istituto Nazionale di Fisica 
Nucleare – Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati (Rome) using a Bruker Hy-
perion 3000 IR microscope 15× objective, DLaTGS wide range detector. 
The spectra were acquired averaging 128 scans with a nominal spectral 
resolution of 4 cm− 1. 

2.3. Spectra pre-processing 

Raw Raman and FTIR spectra are displayed in Fig. S1 and are 
available online in the data repository. In order to quantify the position, 
width and intensity of all components (see Results section), a few pre- 
processing steps were carried out on the whole range of each Raman 
and FTIR spectrum. A summary of these steps is displayed in Fig. S2 for 

Table 1 
Major oxide compositions, iron speciation, NBO/T, dimensions and density of 
the analysed glass prims.  

Sample B100 B80R20 B60R40 B40R60 B20R80 R100 

SiO2 48.02 53.01 57.97 62.73 67.91 73.97 
TiO2 0.98 0.8 0.65 0.46 0.29 0.12 
Al2O3 15.59 14.99 14.62 14.05 13.59 13.48 
Fe2O3 11.37 9.49 7.73 6.02 4.1 2.29 
MnO 0.18 0.15 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.08 
MgO 9.42 7.58 5.81 4.01 2.18 0.44 
CaO 13.2 10.79 8.46 6.07 3.63 1.36 
Na2O 1.79 2.18 2.59 2.95 3.29 3.75 
K2O 0.04 1.02 1.99 3.02 3.99 4.89 
P2O5 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.03 
TOT 100.65 100.03 99.99 99.45 99.11 100.41 

Fe2+/Fetotal 0.386 0.449 0.434 0.412 0.424 0.343 
NBO/T 0.53 0.46 0.36 0.25 0.15 0.04 

prism weight (g) 0.062 0.058 0.063 0.055 0.077 0.084 
prism length1 (mm) 4.79 4.89 4.5 5.05 5.27 6.23 
prism length2 (mm) 4.8 3.37 4.08 3.36 4.66 6.24 

prism thickness 
(mm) 

0.96 1.32 1.31 1.32 1.32 0.97 

prism density (g/ 
cm3) 2.804 2.648 2.599 2.46 2.366 2.238 

Footnotes: chemical compositions of glasses by EPMA-WDS are from Vetere et al. 
(2013, 2015); Fe2+/Fetot was determined for each sample using a modified 
Wilson method as described in Vetere et al. (2013); NBO/T determined assuming 
all Si, Ti, Al, Fe3+ are tetrahedrally coordinated network forming cations (see 
Mysen, 1983). 
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the glass B40R60. For the Raman spectra, we first applied the correction 
for temperature and excitation line using the Long approach (Long, 
1977): 

I (ω) = Iobs

{

ω3
0 ω [1 − exp( − hcω/kBT) ]

(ω0 − ω)4

}

(1)  

where h and kB are the Plank and Boltzmann constants, respectively, c is 
the speed of light, T is the absolute temperature (in kelvin), ω0 is the 
laser frequency (514.5 nm, thus ω0 = 19,435.1 cm− 1), whilst ω the 
observed frequency in cm− 1. A slight smoothing was also applied to the 
Raman signal to reduce systematic noise. 

Background modelling was one of the most challenging tasks when 
dealing with both Raman and especially FTIR transmission spectra. After 
several trials using different interpolation methods and anchor points, 
we opted for a modified version of the model first introduced by Mercier 
et al. (2009, 2010) and recently used by González-García et al. (2020). 
Background reduction was performed in the same way for both Raman 
and FTIR spectra by subtracting three simple linear baselines anchored 
to 4 points, in line with previous investigations (Giordano et al., 2020; 
González-García et al., 2020). The three baseline intervals correspond to 
three well defined regions labelled hereafter F-I, F-II and F-III; each re-
gion has very similar Raman and FTIR spectroscopic features (Fig. S2). 
The baseline endpoints were anchored to the spectra at 4 minima 
located around 200, 650, 850 and 1250 cm− 1, and then subtracted in the 
spectral range from 200 cm− 1 to 1250 cm− 1. The baseline for the FTIR 
spectra in the 850–1250 cm− 1 range could be more complex, but 
without a clear spectroscopic constraint, it was modelled with a simple 
straight line consistent with the same region for the Raman spectra. 
Finally, each spectrum was normalized to the maximum intensity after 
background subtraction (Fig. S2). 

2.4. Fitting strategy to derive Raman and FTIR band components 

The position, full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) and integrated 
intensity (area %) of these bands can be quantified only by fitting their 
components due to their moderate to high degree of overlapping (see 
Fig. 3). Consequently, the fitting strategy was adopted as follows: i) as 
few as possible Gaussian shaped components were used to reproduce the 
measured spectra, ii) spectroscopic components belonging to the same 
spectral subregion were constrained to share the same peak width, iii) 
the most evident components were identified starting from the glass that 
showed lesser band overlapping either by Raman or FTIR (i.e. the R100 in 
both cases) and iv) the remaining and severely overlapped components 
were identified by considering the position of the corresponding and 

more straightforward identifiable band(s) on other glasses along the 
investigated join and/or retrieved from similar bands reported in the 
literature (see below). 

3. Results 

Fig. 2a and b report the stacked plot of the processed Raman and 
FTIR spectra. Fig. 2c and d report the corresponding intensity heat maps 
highlighting the global variations of relative intensities as a function of 
both composition and spectroscopic method. The Raman and FTIR 
spectra of the same glass are significantly similar; also, Raman and FTIR 
spectra follow similar spectroscopic variations induced by the compo-
sitional variation from B100 to R100 (Fig. 2c and d). The adopted pro-
cessing method and background modelling (see above) identify three 
feature intervals between 200 cm− 1 and 1250 cm− 1in each of the 
spectra: i) a moderately sharp one located between 200 and 650 cm− 1 

with medium to high intensities (F-I: feature I), ii) the least intense and 
narrowest between 650 and 850 cm− 1 (F-II: feature II), and iii) a third 
broad and intense one between 850 and 1250 cm− 1 (F-III: feature III). 

The differences in intensities of the low- and high-frequency regions 
are more marked in Raman spectra than in FTIR spectra (Fig. 2). Spe-
cifically, as SiO2 content increases (from B100 to R100), the integrated 
intensity of the F-I region increases and that of the F-III region decreases 
more significantly among the Raman spectra compared to FTIR (Fig. 2). 
Additionally, in the Raman spectra the position of the maximum in the F- 
I region also shifts to lower frequency. The two F-II bands are more 
intense and appreciable in the FTIR spectra than in Raman; nonetheless, 
in both methods their positions show a blue-shift with increasing SiO2 
(Fig. 2). In both spectroscopic methods, the third feature F-III broadens 
and shifts towards blue as SiO2 increases; whilst, the high-frequency 
(and overlapped) components in the F-III window are progressively 
more evident as SiO2 increases (Fig. 2). 

In Fig. 3 the individual fitted band components for both Raman (a) 
and FTIR (b) spectra in all six samples are reported (coloured lines), as 
well as the total fitted spectrum. The results of the fitting procedure are 
also reported in Table S1a,b, where the peak parameters of position and 
FWHM are reported for each of the six samples. Additionally, the 
normalized peak Area % over the whole 200–1250 cm− 1 spectrum range 
and each of the subregion features (F-I for the R, D1 and D2 peaks; F-II for 
X1 and X2; F-III for Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4) are also reported. 

Starting from the Raman spectra, the positions of the most straight-
forward and discernible peaks in the R100 sample, i.e. around 450, 800, 
1000 and 1100 cm− 1, were selected as starting reference positions. In 
contrast, the band components with less detectable positions were first 
estimated from the literature (Neuville et al., 2014 and references 
therein). Again, the bands falling in the same frequency region were 
constrained to share the same peak width, except the R band in F-I that 
was modelled with an asymmetric Gaussian band (see below). Three 
band components are identified in the low frequency region F-I around 
415, 480 and 570 cm− 1, the F-II intermediate frequency region is 
reproducible using two bands at 740 and 800 cm− 1 and the third broad 
feature at higher frequency region F-III is instead modelled with four 
bands located close to 940, 1000, 1080 and 1160 cm− 1 (Fig. 3). 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Assignment of band components 

For the Raman spectra, the assignment of peaks starts from the in-
dications in Neuville et al. (2014) and references therein. In the low 
frequency region, the three peaks at 415, 480 and 570 cm− 1 are assigned 
respectively as R, D1 and D2 (Neuville et al., 2014; Drewitt et al., 2022; 
Cassetta et al., 2023a). The D1 and D2 bands are associated with the 
breathing motions of the Si-O-Si bonds in 4- and 3-membered rings, 
respectively. At lower frequencies, Si-O-Si vibrations under the R band 
are likely to be associated with larger rings (≥ 5 tetrahedra) or simply 

Fig. 1. Classification of the six glasses in the TAS diagram.  
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larger angles of Si-O-Si linkages that may not be associated with ring 
structures. Unlike the other bands fitted to the Raman spectrum, this 
band is not symmetric but has a tail to lower frequency (e.g. Neuville 
et al., 2004); this is related to the contributions from progressively less 
frequent n-membered rings and more open Si-O-Si angles and for this 
reason an asymmetric Gaussian peak was chosen for fitting. The attri-
bution of the two peaks in the intermediate frequency region (labelled 
here X1 and X2) is still a matter of debate. However, Neuville et al. 
(2014) and Drewitt et al. (2022) associate the band with stretching vi-
brations of SiO4 tetrahedra (see also Spiekermann et al., 2013); 
furthermore, some authors associate these peaks to the motion of Si 
atoms in its oxygen cage, with a greater atomic displacement of Si 
compared to O atoms (Mysen et al., 1982; McMillan, 1984). 

The interpretation of the features in the high frequency region is also 
somewhat disputed, but most studies are in general agreement with the 
Q-speciation fitting proposed by McMillan (1984) and Mysen et al. 
(1982; 1990). The broad multicomponent set of overlapping peaks is 
attributed to the convolution of TO4 (T = tetrahedrally coordinated 
cation) stretching modes. The contribution of the different TO4 units can 
be extracted by fitting the high frequency region with different Gaussian 
components, each corresponding to a specific Qn species, where n refers 

to the number of bridging oxygens bonded to T, i.e. the number of other 
TO4 groups linked to that particular TO4 unit. The F-III region in our 
FTIR and Raman spectra can be adequately reproduced using only four 
Gaussian components. These components may correspond to the Q1, Q2, 
Q3, and Q4 species of SiO4 units, with peak positions approximately 
centred at 850, 900, 1100, and 1150 cm− 1, respectively (Mysen et al., 
1982; McMillan, 1984; Mysen, 1990; Neuville et al., 2014). 

However, the significant presence of aluminium in our glass samples 
casts doubt on this interpretation. Qn species of AlO4 units are likely to 
have lower frequency stretching vibrations compared to the same Qn 

species of SiO4 due to their lower bond valence and longer Al-O bond 
length compared to Si-O (Mysen et al., 1982; McMillan, 1984). Since 
only four distinct Gaussian shaped bands in the F-III region are resolved 
here, it cannot be excluded that possible Al-O stretching vibrations are 
located in the lower frequency portion of this window, in overlapping 
with the more depolymerized Q1 and Q2 species of SiO4 tetrahedra. To a 
first approximation, we can instead assume that the two bands at the 
highest frequency, attributed to Q3 and Q4 units, are mostly associated 
with SiO4 tetrahedra. 

Moreover, the last spectral window F-III has recently been fitted by 
as many as 7 Gaussian peaks, mainly encompassing the inspection of the 

Fig. 2. Processed spectra a) Raman and b) FTIR; heat maps of relative intensities (red is the highest intensity, dark blue the lowest one) for c) Raman and d) FTIR 
against SiO2 content. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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high frequency region of polymerized systems (Welsch et al., 2017; 
Stabile et al., 2021). By contrast, our dataset includes glasses charac-
terized by wide and broad high frequency bells typical of depolymerized 
basaltic glasses (Cassetta et al., 2022, 2023a). This challenges the clear 
distinction between customary contributions typically observed in 
straightforward binary and ternary silicate systems (Le Losq and Neu-
ville, 2013; Le Losq and Neuville, 2017). We overcome this issue by 
avoiding the splitting protocols for the Q4 band as indicated in Le Losq 
and Neuville (2013), as well as for the bimodal distribution of the Q2 

unit (Kilymis et al., 2019). Analogously, we neglected the filtered 
contribution of the stretching vibrational mode of TO2 units (T2s) as well 
as that of the Fe3+ band (Welsch et al., 2017; Stabile et al., 2021). This 
choice is due to the uncertainty in the assignment of the Fe3+ band in 
FTIR spectra and the magnitude and relative intensity with which T2s 

affect the high frequency region of the Raman and FTIR spectra. How-
ever, for the sake of simplicity, we opted to assign a Qn unit (n = 1, 2, 3, 
4) to each of the bands, such that the integrated intensity of the band is a 
relative measure of tetrahedrally coordinated cations with n bridging 
oxygens, according to the structural model for silicate glasses and melts 
first adopted by Mysen et al. (1982). 

FTIR spectroscopy is an absorption method but has been far less used 
than Raman for characterizing Q-speciation of natural and chemically 
complex glasses, except for instance to the Q-structural changes in soda- 
lime silicate glasses (e.g. Biesuz et al., 2023). It follows that vibrational 
modes associated with specific structural units can be expected to be 
both Raman and IR active (Herzberg, 1984; McMillan, 1984). This, for 
example, is more evident in the F-II region where both spectra show the 
presence of two peaks at similar frequencies, also having similar relative 
integrated intensities for each sample. These observations justify the 
application of the same fitting strategy for both FTIR and Raman data. 

4.2. Similarities and differences between the Raman and FTIR spectra 

One of the major aims of this work is to highlight similarities and 
differences between the Raman and FTIR spectra on a series of glasses 
with sub-alkaline chemical signatures. It should be noted that these 
compositions are the most abundant on Earth and many other planetary 
bodies (Vetere et al., 2015, 2017; Vetere et al., 2019; Pisello et al., 2019; 
Sehlke and Whittington, 2015). This comparison reveals similar features 
between the two techniques and justifies applying a common fitting 
strategy (Figs. 1S, 2S, 2 and 3). Thereby, the pre-fitting and fitting 
strategy adopted here for both Raman and/or FTIR spectra can be 
considered in future applications aimed to unravel the SRO-structures of 
other natural multicomponent silicate glasses (see TAS in Fig. 1). The 
salient differences between the two probing methods are displayed in 
Fig. 4. Most of the normalized abundances from the three frequency 
windows (F-I, F-II, and F-III) and the nine individual band components 
(depicted in Fig. 3) obtained by Raman and FTIR analysis, closely align 
along a 1:1 relationship with some exceptions (Fig. 4). The closest 
similarities in area% of single band components are displayed by the 
intermediate B60R40 glass, followed by that for B40R60 (except X1 and 
X2), whereas greater differences are progressively observed for the 
glasses with compositions closer to those of the two end-members; the 
R100 shows the most pronounced differences (Fig. 4a). This behaviour 
probably suggests that spectroscopic features of the two end-members 
glasses could be more affected by background and/or fitting proced-
ure than the intermediate compositions. 

The examination of the evolution of the single bands may be further 
extended by considering the area% tot of the three main features (F-I, F- 
II and F-III in Fig. 4b). From these comparisons it is evident that the X1 
and X2 band components in the F-II spectral window are better resolved 
by FTIR than Raman, although their integrated intensities are always 

Fig. 3. Fitted bands for the a) Raman and b) FTIR spectra. Fitted bands are in green (F-I), blue (F-II) and cyan (F-III); calculated and measured spectra are in red and 
black, respectively. Vertical and coloured dashed lines are the peak positions measured for the R100 rhyolite glass used as an eye guide. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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relatively low. This implies that FTIR is more suitable to probe the 
evolution of these two bands as a function of chemical composition 
(Fig. 4b). By contrast, the components in the F-I region of the B40R60, 
B20R80 and R100 glasses are progressively more intense (area% tot) when 
analysed by Raman and B60R40, B80R20 and B100 when recorded by FTIR 
(Fig. 4b). A similar but inverse situation holds for the F-III region 
(Fig. 4b). 

In Fig. 5 the differences between the positions of the fitted peaks in 
FTIR vs Raman spectra are reported for the six glasses. The positions of 
components in the FTIR spectra are always found at lower frequencies 
(negative quadrant) in the F-I region, with differences of − 10 to − 45 
cm− 1 compared to Raman; in F-II the differences are much smaller, 
between − 10 and + 5 cm− 1 (Fig. 5). Regarding F-III, the differences in 
frequencies are about − 7, +6, +14 and + 24 cm− 1 for Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4, 
respectively (Fig. 5). 

These differences in band intensities (Fig. 4a) and positions (Fig. 5) 
can be either attributed to a) cross section, where a mode is more visible 
(i.e. active) if probed with one technique compared to another (e.g. 
Ferraro et al., 2003), or b) to the intrinsic errors of the selected fitting 
methodology as a consequence of background modelling, band overlap, 
actual number of active bands, positions and width (FWHM). The lowest 
frequency R and D1 bands, as well as the highest-frequency Q4 band, 
display the greatest differences in both position and area% of the total 
spectrum between Raman and FTIR (Figs. 4a and 5). Interestingly, it is 
evident from Fig. 5 that the differences in peak positions observed are 
frequency dependent in the case of each sample and that this depen-
dence is influenced by chemical composition; in turn, the slope of the 
trend increases with increasing basaltic content. This is indeed related to 
the still limited knowledge of the actual number and associated features 
of bands. 

Fig. 4. Comparison between the normalized abundances (area % tot) of band components obtained via Raman and FTIR analysis in the six studied samples for the 
nine fitted band components (a) and (b) of the whole features F-I (3 band components), F-II (2 band components) and F-III (4 band components). 
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At the same time, these observed differences are also related to more 
evident variations between F-I and F-III in Raman than in FTIR (Fig. 2). 
Likewise, F-II bands display higher intensities in FTIR compared to 

Raman (Fig. 2). These differences are evident when the samples are 
compared by area% in the three subregions F-I, F-II and F-III especially 
for the glasses with or close to the end-member compositions (Tables S1a 
and S1b, Fig. 4). On the whole and under the reported analytical con-
ditions, Raman spectroscopy highlights more markedly the integrated 
intensities of the R, D1, D2 breathing modes in F-I where they show 
greater variability (Δ%tot ~ 30%) between the two end-members 
compared to FTIR results (Δ%tot ~ 10%). Also, variability among the 
Qn stretching modes in F-III is about 35% and 20% for Raman and FTIR 
respectively. Conversely, FTIR spectra present a variability four times 
greater (Δ%tot ~ 8%) for the X1 and X2 F-II intensities compared to 
Raman (Δ%tot ~ 2%). Additionally, Fig. 5 suggests that using this 
analytical approach the X1 and X2 peaks are equally represented by both 
Raman and FTIR. This highlights the crucial advantage of focusing on 
particular spectroscopic ranges that can reveal important information 
on sub-alkaline glasses regardless of the spectroscopic technique used 
(Pisello et al., 2019). 

4.3. Correlations between composition and spectral features 

A further goal of this work is to relate the vibrational features from 
both spectroscopic methods to the chemical systems evolving along the 
substitutional join between basalt and rhyolite. This allows us to retrieve 
chemical and structural information from glasses by on-field analysis 
(Schröder et al., 2020) or collected by planetary facilities and rovers 
(Bandfield, 2002; Rull et al., 2017). In Fig. 6a, b and c the fitted 

Fig. 5. Differences in fitted positions between peaks in the FTIR and the Raman 
spectra as a function of the composition of glasses. 

Fig. 6. Raman (left) vs FTIR (right) fitted peak parameters in the F-I low frequency region (a), in the F-II intermediate frequency region (b) and in the F-III high 
frequency region (c). 
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parameters are plotted against the SiO2 content, the most abundant and 
characterizing chemical component. As SiO2 content increases, both the 
Raman and FTIR peak positions of the R, D1 and D2 bands remain nearly 
constant; their widths substantially decrease, but the intensities of both 
the R and D1 peaks increase at the expense of the D2 band intensity; these 
latter variations are more linear and marked in the Raman spectra 
(Fig. 6a). In turn, SiO2-rich glasses (rhyolite and dacite) are character-
ized by smaller FWHM and notably larger R and D1 band intensities 
(Fig. 6a). 

Inspection of the F-II spectral window, albeit less intense than the 
other two features (Figs. 2, 3), allows us to tightly relate the evolution of 
the X1 and X2 bands with the bulk chemistry (Fig. 6b) for both Raman 
and even to a greater extent for the FTIR spectra. Their peak positions 
and intensities within the spectral subregion (area% subreg.) follow 
monotonic, linear and increasing trends as SiO2 increases (Fig. 6b). In 
summary, the progressive blue-shift of both X1 and X2 bands coupled 
with the mutual increasing intensity of X2 at the expense of X1 can be 
used to measure the SiO2 content in these glasses quantitatively. 
Although they are weak in intensity, these features display the most 
quantitative, straightforward, and easy-to-measure correlations to 
chemical composition, especially in the case of FTIR spectroscopy 
(Fig. 6b). 

The trends for the Qn species as SiO2 content increases are reported in 
Fig. 6c. In this F-III region, the bands strongly overlap (Figs. 2, 3) and the 
widths of bands are insensitive to position along the compositional join. 
Peak positions, however, show parallel trends for all four bands, 
increasing smoothly as a function of SiO2 content, indicating relatively 

stronger Si-O bonds for each Q-species in glasses with increasing rhyo-
litic component. This behaviour can be rationalized by the decreasing 
average field strength of network modifying cations along the join as 
(Na + K)/(MgO + CaO) increases exponentially with increasing SiO2. 
Integrated intensities of the bands in the F-III region are much more 
dependent on chemical composition and can be considered an even 
more effective means of describing the overall degree of polymerization 
of the glass via Q-speciation. 

The Raman spectra display more pronounced trends in peak areas (in 
particular Q1 and Q4) than FTIR as a function of SiO2 content (Fig. 6c). 
Nonetheless, the chemistry of the glass is more directly mirrored by the 
shifting of the Q1 species compared to Q4 species (30–40 cm− 1 vs 10–20 
cm− 1). In detail, the local Raman intensities (area% subreg.) change 
almost linearly from basalt to dacite glasses, showing a progressive 
decrease of Q1 and Q2. In contrast, the Q3 band remains nearly constant 
and Q4 species markedly increases (Fig. 6c). As the composition shifts 
from dacite to rhyolite one observes a drastic decrease in the Q1 

component (close to 5 area %) and a steeper increase in the Q3 and Q4 

band intensities (Fig. 6c). In synthesis, integrated intensities are ordered 
as Q2 > Q1 > Q3 > Q4 from basalt (B100) to dacite (B20R80) and then as 
Q4 > Q3 > Q2 > Q1 from dacite to rhyolite (R100). The evolution of in-
tensities of Q species by FTIR is less marked than Raman and only Q1 

displays a slight but roughly monotonic decreasing trend (Fig. 6c), albeit 
the Q1 is rare even in the B100 bulk system (Henderson et al., 2006). This 
effect may be attributed to two main factors: i) trade-offs from baseline 
modelling and ii) the overlapping with IR strong modes such as the anti- 
symmetric stretching mode of the TO4 units located around 1050 cm− 1 

Fig. 6. (continued). 
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(e.g. Gunde, 2000). 
The variation of these vibrational parameters draws an interesting 

picture of the evolution of the silicate short range order (local molecular 
arrangement) along this natural and chemically complex substitutional 
join. This approach and related outcomes complement, refine and 
extend conclusions achieved by many previous studies commonly 
focused on more simplified systems (e.g. Mysen, 1990; Neuville, 2006; 
Neuville et al., 2006; Le Losq and Neuville, 2013; Di Genova et al., 2015, 
2017). Moving from this state of the art, we further stress some aspects 
of the local atomic arrangements (SRO). A common praxis is to consider 
the elements based on the interaction with the tetrahedral network, i.e. 
in terms of network formers, intermediates and modifiers (Maekawa 
et al., 1991; Mysen and Richet, 2005; Neuville et al., 2022). In Fig. 7 the 
compositions (in terms of wt%) of the six glass samples are rearranged in 
terms of the system network former-intermediate-modifier, such as 
network formers are SiO2, P2O5, intermediates are TiO2, Al2O3 and 
Fe2O3 and modifiers are the remaining oxides. Fe2O3 and FeO abun-
dances were calculated after Vetere et al., 2015. As expected, the 
rhyolite glass (R100) mainly consists of network formers (> 73 wt%), 
while the basalt sample (B100) is relatively richer in modifiers (29 wt%) 
and intermediates (23 wt%; Table 1). In terms of network structure, this 
evolution translates into changes in the glass structure as highlighted by 
the three spectral features both in the Raman and FTIR spectra. Depo-
lymerisation, induced by the addition of network modifiers, appears to 
have a greater effect at reducing the overall intensity of the F-I region, 
where we can expect atomic vibrations involving bridging oxygens (see 
Figs. 2c,d). Among the three fitted bands in the low frequency region, 

the D2 band appears to be least sensitive to changes in the degree of 
polymerization, suggesting that more open Si-O-Si angles are subject to 
breaking with the addition of network modifying cations. 

An additional effect correlated to the increase in network formers is 
the change in the relative abundance of Qn species. Theoretically, in 
pure silica glass only Q4 species are present and the abundance of this 

Fig. 6. (continued). 

Fig. 7. Glass composition in the ternary system network former-intermediate- 
modifiers. Network formers are SiO2 and P2O5; intermediates are TiO2, Al2O3 
and Fe2O3; modifiers are the remaining oxides. Fe2O3 and FeO abundances 
were calculated by Vetere et al. (2015). 
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species rapidly decreases as network modifiers are added (Dupree et al., 
1984; Neuville et al., 2014), leading to the formation of tetrahedral 
cation species with an increasing number of non-bridging oxygens 
(NBO). Calculated NBO/T values for our glasses do not exceed 0.53 
(basaltic endmember glass) suggesting that overwhelming abundances 
of Q3 and Q4 should be present in all of our glasses (50% Q3 + 50% Q4 

would result in NBO/T = 0.5). To a first approximation, we have 
assumed that the changes in SRO related to Q-speciation along this 
compositional join are dominated by a simple shift in the ratio of Q3/ 
(Q3 + Q4), evidenced by the linear relationship that we observe between 
integrated peak area Q3/(Q3 + Q4) and NBO/T (see below). These two 
peaks have been commonly assigned to Q3 and Q4 units in numerous 
Raman studies of simpler two- or three-component silicate glasses (e.g. 
Neuville et al., 2014). Nonetheless, additional peaks in the lower fre-
quency portion of the F-III region of both spectra are observable and 
their intensities also vary as a function of composition. At the same time, 
they could be attributed to more depolymerized Q-species (Q1, Q2) as 
has been suggested in studies of more depolymerized silicate glasses 
(Kalampounias et al., 2009; Le Losq and Sossi, 2023). 

The bands near 900 and 1000 cm− 1 may also be associated with the 
stretching vibrations of AlO4 tetrahedra. Their frequencies should be 
lower than the same Qn-species of SiO4 tetrahedra due to their weaker 
bond valence and longer T-O bond length. For example, the increasing 
area% of the Q1 and Q2 bands as composition becomes more basaltic 
could be due to the increasing contribution of Al-O stretching vibrations 
compared to Si-O stretching vibrations as the Al2O3/SiO2 ratio increases 
from 13.48/73.97 (R100) to 15.59/48.02 (B100) wt%. The intensities of 
these bands may also be enhanced by the overlapping Q3 and Q4 Al- 
bearing species, which may have lower frequency stretching modes 
compared to Si-bearing Q3 and Q4 species (King et al., 2004). For the 
studied compositions, isolated tetrahedral structures or Q0 species, 
usually located below 900 cm− 1 (Moulton and Henderson, 2021; Neu-
ville et al., 2022; Cassetta et al., 2024), are not expected in line with the 
fitted components (Fig. 3). According to Raman results (Fig. 5), the 
addition of network modifier oxides replacing SiO2 is associated to a 
marked and progressive decrease of the relative abundance of the Q4 

species and less markedly Q3. A major increase can be observed in the Q1 

molecular unit, while that for Q2 remains relatively constant. These 
variations are less marked in the FTIR spectra: the titular increase in the 
relative abundance of the Q1 cluster is mirrored by the decrease of Q3, 
while both Q2 and, most notably, Q4 are unchanged (Figs. 3, 6c). 

The role of iron in such systems deserves particular attention since it 
is observed in both of its valence states Fe3+ and Fe2+, due to both the 
redox conditions applied (Farges et al., 2004) and the surrounding 
chemical environment (Borisov et al., 2017; Di Genova et al., 2018; 
Cassetta et al., 2023b). For instance, alkalis tend to have a greater sta-
bilizing effect of Fe3+ compared to alkaline earth cations. K2O-rich 
glasses have the highest ferric iron contents under the same oxygen 
fugacity compared to K2O-poor glasses. In addition, although less 
important than alkalis, the role of CaO appears to have a moderate but 
not insignificant impact on the increase in ferric iron (Borisov et al., 
2017). Another explanation can be inferred by examining structural 
evolution as a function of concentration and relative proportion of K+

and Na+. Compared to large-membered rings, the percentage of small- 
membered (three, four) rings is larger in K-rich glasses than in Na-rich 
glasses. Additionally, both the mean T-O-T angle and force constant 
increase when K+ grows at the expense of Na+ (Le Losq and Neuville, 
2013). Both effects can also be accompanied by a dramatic decrease in 
the Q1 area, as well as by increases in both Q3 and Q4 species. The 
transition from dacite to rhyolite encompasses a substantial depletion of 
Ca2+ and Mg2+ accompanied by an increase of about 20% of K+ (rep-
resenting the dominant alkaline phase). From the iron coordination state 
perspective, it could facilitate the shift from modifier to former with a 
greater magnitude together with a K-induced network stiffness (Di 
Genova et al., 2017; Onodera et al., 2019). 

Although a proper assignment of the bands in the intermediate 

feature F-II is still debatable, from the evolution of these bands, it is still 
possible to derive the evolution of the short-range structure. Two 
different but clear trends moving from basaltic to rhyolitic compositions 
are detected: an increase in the intensity of the X2 peak at the expense of 
the X1 peak and the shift of both peaks to higher frequencies together 
with a progressive broadening (Fig. 4b). It is remarkable that, in contrast 
to the other two features F-I and F-III, these trends are less evident in 
Raman spectra compared to FTIR spectra (Figs. 2, 3 and 6c). Due to the 
similar, but somehow antithetic, behaviour of these two peaks we can 
associate them to the same vibrational mode of two different environ-
ments. The evolution of peak intensities in Fig. 6b in regard to chemistry 
changes (Table 1) suggests that the X2 peak may be associated with an 
environment of Si-centred tetrahedral sites, whereas the X1 peak in-
dicates an environment of Al-centred tetrahedral sites. More broadly, 
the integrated peak intensity of X2 is also correlated to the abundance of 
network formers while that for X1 to network intermediates. The overall 
decrease in network modifiers moving to rhyolite compositions is also 
mirrored by the blue shift of the X1 and X2 peak position that testifies to 
an increase in the bond strength of the tetrahedral sites (e.g. Ferraro 
et al., 2003). 

4.4. Identifying sub-alkaline glass using vibrational spectroscopy 

The extreme chemical variability of the glass samples analysed in this 
work is both a strength and a weakness. On the one hand, it is possible to 
observe a synthesis of the spectral evolution of the most abundant vol-
canic glasses on Earth. On the other hand, the extreme variability of 
oxide concentrations involved does not allow us to map out their impact 
on the spectra in finer detail. In detail, each sub-region of the measured 
spectra contains diagnostic features. By crossing these clues it could be 
possible to retrieve the type of glass exclusively from the spectroscopic 
fingerprint. In Fig. 8, the most significant correlations relating to spec-
troscopy and chemistry for each subregion are selected along with the 
sub-alkaline glass ranges according to the TAS diagram. In Table 2, the 
regression equations are reported as linear correlations: y = m • x+ q, 
where x is the diagnostic parameter considered in each region and y is 
SiO2 (wt%) or NBO/T. Obviously, these last two parameters are strongly 
correlated with the samples analysed in this work (R2 > 0.99). 

Considering the overall trend of the intensities of the three identified 
features in the spectral region (Fig. 2), one can observe a consistent rise 
in the intensity of the entire F-I feature as the SiO2% (wt%) content 
increases. In Fig. 8 (top graph) the intensity of the F-I feature over the 
total processed spectrum (i.e. F-I + F-II + F-III) is plotted against SiO2 
content (wt%) for both Raman and FTIR. The results from Raman show 
an astonishing positive correlation (R2 > 0.99%) with chemistry 
(Table 2). In contrast, the FTIR results show a similar intensity increase 
for SiO2-poor compositions followed by a flat trend in SiO2-rich glasses. 
As expressed in the previous paragraph, this trend is associated with the 
increasing frequency of larger and more complex tetrahedral structures, 
defined by the R and D1 peaks, moving to rhyolite-like compositions. 

This aspect may be tracked in depth by focusing on the F-I subregion 
that reveals a powerful diagnostic feature in the intensity trends regis-
tered, this time, in both Raman and FTIR spectra. As stated earlier, the 
SiO2 increase is marked by a progressive increase in the intensities of the 
R and D1 bands relative to the D2 band (Fig. 6a, area% subreg.). The 
strong correlation between the SiO2 content and the ratio between the 
band associated with 3-membered ring structures (D2) and larger linked 
tetrahedral structures (R and D1) is displayed in Fig. 8 (second from the 
top). This strong correlation (as reported in Table 2) can be observed in 
both Raman and FTIR spectra. The differences in the regression pa-
rameters are attributed to the different sensibilities of the chosen 
methodology to probe this spectrum region (as already observed in 
Figs. 4 and 6a), with Raman presenting a more robust and consistent R2 

value than FTIR. Interestingly, the difference in the (R + D1)/(R + D1 +

D2) ratio between the two techniques is larger for the basalt glass and 
non-existent for rhyolite. Conversely, the position of the X2 band is the 
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superior diagnostic feature for the F-II region Fig. 6b. In Fig. 8 (third 
from the top) the position of the fitted peaks vs the SiO2 content for both 
techniques is reported. Significantly, the fitted values for Raman and 
FTIR exhibit a high degree of overlap, and their regression values 
(Table 2) are remarkably similar. This confirms that both techniques can 
be reliably employed to explore this specific spectrum region. The 
similarities of the evolution of these components in FTIR and Raman 
spectra are likely associated with the fact that there is lesser uncertainty 
in background subtraction and also a lesser degree of peak overlap in 
this subregion of the spectra (Fig. 3). In contrast, the few but significant 
differences observed in the other two (F-I and F-III) regions (Fig. 6a) 
could be partly attributed to greater uncertainties regarding the actual 

number of bands, their positions, shapes and widths. 
As described in the previous paragraph, in the third region (F-III) the 

relationship between the intensity of the Q3 and Q4 bands can also be 
used to describe the SRO as the calculated NBO/T slightly exceeds 0.5. In 
Fig. 8 (bottom) the intensities (expressed as area% subreg.) of Q3 over 
the sum of Q3 and Q4 for Raman show a strong inverse correlation (with 
R2 over 0.99, Table 2) moving from basalt to rhyolite. Intriguingly, the 
trend observed in the FTIR spectra is the opposite. Although the corre-
lation is still very good, this behaviour is discordant with the general 
model of silicate melt polymerization via Q-speciation. This discrepancy 
might also be attributed to the fitting procedure, which appears less 
suitable for accurately investigating this particular range of the FTIR 
spectrum. 

The correlations presented in Fig. 8 and Table 2 reinforce the con-
clusions discussed and illustrated by Fig. 4 and further extend them by 
suggesting that both spectroscopic techniques can, to a reasonable 
extent, provide valuable chemical insights into the sub-alkaline glass 
series. However, a notable exception arises in the Qn region (F-III) of the 
FTIR spectra, where the baseline subtraction and superimposition of 
infrared stronger modes significantly impact the expected outcomes (as 
depicted in Fig. 8, both top and bottom). This effect is particularly 
pronounced for compositions rich in SiO2, where the higher frequency 
bands dominate. 

Fig. 8. Correlation between the extracted fitting parameters and the SiO2 (wt 
%) and NBO/T contents of the six studied samples. All parameters refer to the 
band area normalized in the subregion (area% subreg.) except for the X2 band 
where positions are reported. Additionally, the sub-alkaline glass ranges ac-
cording to the TAS diagram are also reported; the limit between the dacite and 
the rhyolite field was set at 70% SiO2 close to the trachyte-dacite-rhyolite 
junction. Solid lines are regressions with fitting parameters reported in Table 2. 

Table 2 
Regression parameters for selected linear relationships are reported in Fig. 8.  

Spectroscopy Subregion Relationship Slope (m) Intercept 
(q) 

R2 

Raman 

Total 

SiO2 vs F-I/(F- 
I + F-II + F-III) 

0.81 ±
0.02 

28.6 ±
0.8 

>0.99 

NBO/T vs F-I/ 
(F-I + F-II + F- 

III) 

0.0016 ±
0.0002 

0.579 ±
0.007 

0.94 

F-I 

SiO2 vs (R +
D1)/(R + D1 +

D2) 
79 ± 8 3 ± 6 0.95 

NBO/T vs (R 
+ D1)/(R + D1 

+ D2) 

− 1.5 ±
0.2 

1.4 ± 0.1 0.94 

F-II 

SiO2 vs 
Position of X2 

0.52 ±
0.04 

− 343 ±
29 0.97 

NBO/T vs 
Position of X2 

− 0.0102 
± 0.0007 

8.2 ± 0.6 0.97 

F-III 

SiO2 vs Q3/ 
(Q3 + Q4) 

− 72 ± 1 109.0 ±
0.7 

>0.99 

NBO/T vs Q3/ 
(Q3 + Q4) 

1.40 ±
0.04 

− 0.64 ±
0.03 >0.99 

FTIR 

Total 

SiO2 vs F-I/(F- 
I + F-II + F-III) – – – 

NBO/T vs F-I/ 
(F-I + F-II + F- 

III) 
– – – 

F-I 

SiO2 vs (R +
D1)/(R + D1 +

D2) 
208 ± 28 − 111 ±

23 
0.92 

NBO/T vs (R 
+ D1)/(R + D1 

+ D2) 

− 4.0 ±
0.6 

3.6 ± 0.5 0.90 

F-II 

SiO2 vs 
Position of X2 

0.45 ±
0.03 

− 290 ±
20 

0.98 

NBO/T vs 
Position of X2 

− 0.0088 
± 0.0006 8.2 ± 0.6 0.98 

F-III 

SiO2 vs Q3/ 
(Q3 + Q4) – – – 

NBO/T vs Q3/ 
(Q3 + Q4) 

– – – 

Footnotes: all parameters refer to the band area normalized in the subregion 
(area% subreg.) except for the total area (in % tot) and position of the X2 band 
(in cm− 1). 
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5. Conclusions and outlooks 

The main achievements of this work can be summarized by the 
following five points:  

1) Raman and FTIR spectra obtained on the six glasses investigated, 
with composition continuously shifted along the basalt to rhyolite 
sub-alkaline join, display similar and complementary band features. 

2) All spectra can be fitted and adequately reproduced by a com-
pounded linear baseline subtraction and fitted with nine compo-
nents, divided into three subregions at low-, intermediate- and high- 
frequencies (F-I, F-II and F-III). 

3) Raman and IR relative integrated peak intensities of these compo-
nents are extremely similar for intermediate glass compositions, but 
for the basalt and rhyolite end-members several of these components 
show significant differences in intensity. 

4) The intermediate frequency region shows two bands in both spec-
troscopic methods that are both relatively weak in intensity but their 
positions are easily measurable and strongly correlate with the bulk 
composition of glasses, especially in the case of FTIR. 

5) The progressive shifting of some band positions and integrated in-
tensities as a function of SiO2 represents a quantitative chemical 
proxy to measure the type of glasses in planetary and extra-planetary 
bodies. 
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